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 US contract prices on most chlor-alkali products rise
 Brazil caustic soda prices moderate
 One producer restated a caustic soda price increase
 Ethylene dichloride (EDC) prices fall

 NWE and CEE prices reach new high
 Chlorine demand keeps falling
 KOH prices rise sharply on higher KCl
 Pearls prices roll over

Asia Pacific
 Export prices continued to trend downward
 Demand for caustic soda slowed
 Outbound freight rates remained high.
 Producers released more export cargoes
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Overview
With two chlor-alkali producers on force majeure on chlorine
and caustic soda, the contract price for most chlor-alkali
products has increased this month as buyers have had few
supply alternatives. One producer sees the caustic soda market tightening further and restated a previously announced
price increase. But not all prices moved higher. Caustic soda
export prices, as well as prices in Brazil, have fallen. EDC
prices have also declined as some producers opted to export
EDC instead of converting it to PVC. The US Gulf coast continues to attract new investment, with BASF announcing its
decision to expand MDI production at Geismar, Louisiana.
BASF has announced a final investment decision for the
third phase of the Geismar expansion. The third phase will
double existing plant capacity to 600,000 t/yr. The plant is
expected to start operating by the end of 2025. Phase one
saw the installation of an MDI processing unit that increased
overall plant capacity to 300,000 t/yr, while phase two
raised the capacity of some support units. Phase three is
expected to increase chlorine consumption at the site by
165,000 t/yr and caustic soda consumption by 45,000 dry
metric tonnes (dmt)/yr once the expansion is at full capacity. While the MDI expansion will increase chlorine demand
at the site, no indication was given as to how the chlorine
will be sourced. It is expected that additional chlorine
capacity will need to be built to support the MDI expansion,
whether this is traditional chlor-alkali capacity or hydrochlo-
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ric acid (HCl) to chlorine electrolysis as the company has in
Germany.

maintain current pricing levels.

Domestic US

The US Gulf barge market had four spot purchases of caustic
soda conclude this month. The purchase of three parcels
closed at about $820/dst fob and one at $750/dst fob. Water
levels in the Mississippi River system have been low, reducing tow sizes and forcing light loading of barges for most of
this month. Some heavy rains have fallen on the Ohio River,
causing high currents and restricting barge loadings for a few
days this week. Heavy rains in St Louis, Missouri, have also
resulted in barge-loading delays. After the surge from these
two events passes, the river system is expected to return
to low levels and restrict barge loadings and movements.
July prices were assessed lower by an average of $265/dst
to $750-855/dst fob US Gulf coast. The weekly US Gulf barge
market assessment rolled over at $750-820/dst fob US Gulf
coast.

Contract caustic soda prices in the US Gulf coast moved
higher this month by an average of $20/dst to $950-1,040/
dst. Membrane-grade caustic soda saw a slightly higher price
increase than diaphragm-grade. This has increased the membrane premium to $70/dst. Operating issues at a number of
plants, as well as a planned maintenance shutdown, have
reduced the availability of caustic soda from some producers, while others appear to have greater availability. One
producer restated its announcement of a price increase, to
$200/dst from the $100/dst announced in June. No other
producers have announced increases at the time of writing.

Regional US
Prices for caustic soda in the northeast moved higher this
month by an average of $20/dst to $1,170-1,210/dst ex-tank
as product availability remains a major concern for buyers.
Several tanks ran dry in June and a few have run dry again
in July. With limited availability of product from Europe,
some market participants believe that east coast caustic
soda tanks again will run dry in August.
Caustic soda prices in the southeast were higher this
month by $20/dst, at $1,110-1,160/dst ex-tank. As in the
northeast, caustic soda availability in the southeast remains
a concern for buyers as a number of tanks in the region ran
dry this month. Buyers report that they are able to obtain
caustic soda from other market participants at higher prices.
A parcel from India was noted to be heading to the region,
which will support some buyers. One producer in the region
was noted to have increased its HCl production in an effort
to supply a tight HCl market and boost caustic soda availability to the region.
The Midwest caustic soda market continues to suffer
from operating issues at one plant. This has forced some
market participants to seek some spot volumes from the US
Gulf coast this month. Low river levels and rail transportation delays are also affecting buyers in the region. Caustic
soda prices in the Midwest moved higher this month by $20/
dst to $1,070-1,170/dst ex-tank.
Caustic soda prices on the west coast this month rose
by an average of $35/dst to $990-1,090/dst ex-tank. Market
participants were able to raise prices as higher-cost product
from Asia moved through shore tanks. Buyers are hoping for
some price relief as Asian prices have moved lower in the
past few weeks. Producers and distributors are hoping to
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US exports
The US Gulf coast export market saw little activity this
month outside of contract shipments as most producers had
limited availability of caustic soda. Despite this, two small
spot transactions were noted earlier this month at a price
of $790-810/dst. Spot offers for medium-sized parcels were
heard lower this week but ultimately concluded under contractual terms. US Gulf coast producers this month were fortunate as no tropical storms or other severe weather events
materially affected their operations. With peak hurricane
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season approaching in the next 4-6 weeks, August may not
be as quiet as July. The weekly Argus US export price range
fell by an average of $15/dst this week to $730-800/dmt fob.
The monthly Argus US export price range declined by an
average of $15/dmt to $730-820/dmt fob.

Potassium hydroxide
Potassium hydroxide (KOH) prices in the Midwest increased
by 5¢/lb to 51-54¢/lb this month. The large price differential
between the US and Europe is prompting some producers
to develop new export routes. This price disparity has also
all but eliminated KOH imports to the US east coast from
Europe. Drought in many areas of the US has reduced KOH
demand for agricultural applications despite strong pricing
for grains. Agricultural potassium chloride prices this month
decreased by $61/t to $924.50/t fob Vancouver.

Chlorinated derivatives

US EDC Exports
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Argus Media
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July operating rates appear to have risen compared with
June, as fewer operating issues have been reported. Demand
for chlorine remains healthy as water treatment is nearing its peak and most other derivatives are showing steady
demand. Chlorine demand into PVC appears to have slowed
towards the end of this month as some vinyls producers
opted to export more of their EDC production instead of
converting it to PVC. Two producers continue to operate
under force majeure on chlorine and are limiting supply to
the market. It is unclear when either of the force majeures
will be lifted. The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) announced the US economy contracted at an annual rate of
0.9pc in the second quarter, marking a second consecutive
quarter of contraction and signalling the economy may be in
recession by a commonly viewed measure. Argus estimates
that chlorine operating rates in July have reached 82pc, up
from 80pc in June.
With chlorine demand remaining strong and supply
restricted, producers this month were able to further implement their individually announced price increases of $175275/st. The Argus chlorine contract price assessment moved
higher by an average of $70/st in July to $945-975/st.
EDC export prices this month fell to $450-650/t fob
US Gulf coast. The global EDC market has become long as
PVC demand has started to fall. There were four parcels of
EDC that concluded this month, with one to Egypt, two to
Thailand and one to Brazil. Some of the parcels were closed
under contractual conditions. With slowing PVC production
in the US, some producers opted to export EDC in order to
support caustic soda production within their system.
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EDC exports from the US Gulf coast in May were impressively strong, given the operating issues reported at
Freeport, Texas, and Plaquemine, Louisiana, among others.
Export volumes this year are expected to be lower than
those in 2021 as one producer indicated it will not produce
or sell EDC to the export market at current price levels. EDC
availability has risen from other producers as they opt to export more EDC instead of converting it to PVC. EDC exports
from the US Gulf coast for the five months ending May 2022
decreased by a fifth to 277,000t, from 346,000t over the
same period a year earlier.
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The US PVC market remains unsettled for June as market
participants continue to work through negotiations. The
expectation remains that June will settle with a rollover
or a slight decrease. July’s expectations are for a decrease
of about 3¢/lb, although this could change depending on
June’s settlement. The export market range has widened
at the low end to $990-1,100/t fas Houston. Europe has the
potential to become a target market for US vinyl products,
with one European buyer that is also active in the US market
expressing interest in sourcing US material because of its
relative cost competitiveness compared with European material. This buyer said that while China also remains a major
opportunity, some European participants avoid conducting
business with Chinese companies because of quality concerns.
One major indicator for the PVC market slowing is from
the Bureau of Economic Analysis showing that residential
investment fell at a 14pc pace in the second quarter of this
year. New data from the US Census Bureau and US Department of Housing and Urban Development show continued slippage in the US construction sector, with monthly
declines reported across the board. Permits for privately
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owned housing units were at a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of 1.685mn in June this year, a 0.6pc decrease from
May. June’s figure was still 1.4 pc above June 2021’s rate of
1.661mn. Single-family housing authorisations fell precipitously to 967,000 in June, an 8pc decline from May’s 1.051mn
and the first time in more than 12 months that single-family
authorisations fell below a rate of 1mn/yr. Housing starts
for privately owned housing fell to 1.559mn in June, a 2pc
decline from May’s 1.591mn. This figure is also 6.3pc below
June 2021’s rate of 1.664mn.
HCl prices moved higher this month as demand continues
to increase and acid supply remains constrained by operating issues at an on-purpose producer plant in Eddyville,
Iowa. HCl demand into high-fructose corn syrup is seasonally
strong, as well as demand into water treatment applications.
Demand into the oil field is slowly increasing, while demand
into steel applications is steady. According to Prime Vision,
the number of frac spreads has fallen by 5 this month, with
279 units operating. With the market tightening and stronger
demand, HCl prices this month increased by $40/sst in the
Midwest to $330-350/sst of 22Be.

Brazil
Caustic soda prices in Brazil this month decreased by an
average of 250 reals/dmt to R5,110/dmt ex-works. The price
range in US dollar terms also moved lower, to $935-975/dmt
ex-works. Caustic soda demand in Brazil is a mixed bag, with
demand into alumina and pulp and paper increasing and
demand into distribution falling. One chlor-alkali producer in
the northeast was reported to have had a one-week shutdown, affecting the supply of caustic soda.
Brazil’s presidential elections will be held on 2 October,
and the government’s stated priority is to reduce inflation and expand social benefits for the poorest people to
stimulate the economy from the third quarter onwards. The
impacts of this are already being seen in GDP growth projections for this year, rising from 1.5pc to 1.9pc and inflation
falling from 8.3pc to 7.3pc. Concerns remain about increasing interest rates and the country’s fiscal imbalance.
Only a few market participants are buying imported
PVC, even with the slump in prices for imported material. In
addition to poor local demand, anti-dumping duties charged
on PVC imports from the US and China make it difficult to
choose product from these origins because of their higher
cost. The federal government this week announced a tax cut
on imported polymers as part of an effort to boost supply in
the Brazilian market. The government cut the import duty
to zero from 11.2pc for emulsion-grade PVC for a stipulated
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total import quota of 12,000t starting on 25 July and valid
for one year. PVC spot prices were assessed this week at
$1,080-1,130/t cfr Santos.

Looking ahead
Some US producers continue to struggle with operating issues, while others are running at high rates. This dichotomy
presents a challenge for buyers in the market. Two US producers continue to operate under force majeure, limiting the
availability of chlorine and caustic soda. The limitations on
supply have masked the slowdown in some chlorine derivatives such as vinyls and epichlorohydrin. Vinyls demand is
expected to slow further as slowing residential construction
data takes some time to show up in demand. This slowing
demand for vinyls has made one producer bullish on caustic
soda prices and it has restated its announced price increase.
With the height of hurricane season on the US Gulf coast
expected in the next 4-6 weeks, supply disruptions are a
strong concern. Between slowing vinyls demand and hurricane-related disruptions to the market, caustic soda may see
some further price increases in the next couple of months,
but as the economy slows, caustic soda demand into manufacturing will also wind down, potentially pressuring caustic
soda pricing as the year comes to a close.
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Europe prices

Overview
European caustic soda prices are showing a mixed trend.
Northwest and central and eastern European prices have
risen to €1,090-1,355/dmt fd and €1,075-1,160/dmt fd for the
third quarter respectively, while levels in southern Europe
are stable at €940-1,050/dmt fd in July, albeit with some
erosion within that range. Although all regions are facing
similar cost pressures, uncertainty over the future power
market and weakening chlorine consumption, varying local
market fundamentals have led to the difference in outcomes. Specifically, weaker demand, good availability after
the recent influx of Asian imports and some local competition over market share have kept south European pricing
stable.
The difficult situation in the power market continues
to put stress on the supply chain. The ongoing conflict
with Russia and uncertain gas supplies pushed up German
spot power prices to €487/MWh at midpoint on 27 July and
virtually all other European countries face similar pressures.
Starting at producer level, sellers are conscious of their
volatile cost base and some are open to the idea of energy
surcharges throughout the third quarter should power prices
once again get out of control. These would be in addition to
any increases implemented for quarterly business and so the
cost pressure is moving onto customers. Buyers are equally
concerned over rising energy prices in addition to the ongoing raw material price increases and so all tiers of the supply
chain remain alert to any developments that would further
impact their financial position. Producers and customers
are routinely assessing whether any adjustments to their
operations are necessary to mitigate the impact of higher
costs. It remains the case that caustic soda demand erosion
is limited so far, but that some customers are more selective
in which of their end uses they prioritise based on margin
considerations.
Chlorine offtake appears to be more volatile than caustic
soda demand, especially into vinyls and isocyanates. The
resulting chlorine production cuts begin to take hold of Europe as some producers are already cutting rates and others
consider doing so from August or September, depending on
the chlorine demand trend. The not knowing whether this
decline is entirely due to seasonal factors and destocking
efforts or whether it is signalling a contracting economy is
keeping the industry on edge as any volume planning beyond
the coming month is extremely difficult. For now, Europe as
a whole is adequately supplied with caustic soda despite the
weaker chlorine market.
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Northwest Europe
Northwest European contract prices have settled at €1,0901,355/dmt fd after most producers implemented increases
of €100-200/dmt and a minority settled with rollovers.
Although the market saw offers for stable prices early into
the negotiations, the uncertain energy market as well as
declining chlorine consumption has prompted other sellers
to not follow these price proposals. The region is, therefore, seeing an unusually wide range of outcomes and levels
at the upper end are just as realistic as those around the
low end. Customers able to accept these higher levels have
done so in order to maintain secure supplies and a minority
is cutting requirements as part of an exercise to optimise
their portfolio of end products and reduce raw material
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usage accordingly. Buyers remain highly concerned about
the viability of their businesses as they still work to pass on
second-quarter, let alone third-quarter increases, while producers are seeking to secure margins to protect their cost
base as much as possible now and in the coming months.
And so it is apparent that the latest caustic soda price rise
has been driven by cost issues at producer level, with supply/demand fundamentals doing little to contribute.
Business in Germany is taking place at €1,115-1,355/
dmt fd after mainly increases and some rollovers. A large
proportion of customers is paying around €1,200/dmt with
business around €1,100/dmt fd and €1,300/dmt fd also noted.
Most buyers have taken another triple digit rise on top of
the second-quarter increase and a few lucky ones have
secured rollovers depending on the supply source and the
starting level. The upward movements are primarily driven
by the high electricity prices and the uncertain power price
outlook, while supply/demand fundamentals have contributed little to the outcome of the negotiations. Germany is
adequately supplied at the end of July, albeit with pockets
of tightness depending on individual producers’ circumstances. Supplies are still limited where there has been recent
maintenance, while availability elsewhere is comfortable and
some buyers even see offers for additional volumes. But the
falling chlorine consumption into isocyanates and vinyls is
prompting more and more producers to cut operating rates
and any caustic soda volume pressure is dissipating. Logistics issues continue to disrupt deliveries for barges due to
low water levels on the Rhine, road transport due to the
ongoing truck driver shortage and rail transport for reasons
that are difficult to pinpoint. Caustic soda demand appears
to be holding up better than that for chlorine, as most buyers are still prioritising volume over price in order to not
disrupt their own chain of supply. Any demand erosion has
so far remained on a small scale.
The Benelux and north France markets have also seen
triple digit increases in the low to mid €100s/dmt in addition
to rollovers, the proportion of which has been slightly more
pronounced than in Germany. Buyers are now paying €1,0901,285/dmt fd, still slightly less than in Germany due to the
lower starting levels and rollovers, but the drivers behind
these increases have been identical. Producers have been
firm on their price targets in order to protect ECU margins
and most have pushed for triple digit increases. They remained unimpressed by offered rollovers by a small number
of sellers and buyers have accepted prices at both extremes
as they have lacked access to stable levels either for all or
a large part of their requirements. Caustic soda availability
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Major European chlorine outages July-October 2022
Producer

Location

Nature of shutdown

Timing

Anwil

Wloclawek

Maintenance

Sept

BorsodChem

Kazincbarcika

Maintenance

Jul-Aug

Covestro

Tarragona

New plant start-up

2H 22

Fortischem

Novacky

Maintenance

September

Karpatnaftochim

Kalush

Political conflict

Feb
onwards

Quimica del
Cinca

Monzon

Maintenance

Oct

Spolchemie

Usti nad Labem

Maintenance NaOH
& KOH

Oct

Vinnolit

Gendorf

Maintenance

Jul

Vynova

Loos

Maintenance KOH
flakes

Jul

Vynova

Runcorn

Maintenance, EDC
unit

May 2022 2023

Vynova

Thann

Maintenance KOH
flakes

Aug

is good for now, but the ongoing fall in chlorine demand
means that several producers are cutting operating rates,
thus reducing caustic soda availability, and they are not
sure if offtake will pick up again after the summer holidays.
Their efforts continue to go into inventory management and
careful allocation of volumes, which is also evident in the
persistently reduced export interest for shipments outside
northwest Europe. Domestic buyers are so far not seeing
their supplies compromised by the reduced output and so
they still perceive the market as well balanced.
Other parts of France have also seen a number of rollovers, but also increases due to cost pressures at producers
as well as lower than normal supply due to recent planned
and unplanned maintenance at three local producers. Prices
for the quarter are in the low to mid €1,000s/dmt fd.
The range of fixtures in the Nordic region is unusually
wide, ranging from increases of either €15/dmt or €60-100/
dmt depending on the supplier. We have set the thirdquarter range at €1,245-1,255/dmt fob northwest Europe,
reflecting an average rise of €60/dmt. The magnitude of
the increase has been lower than in northwest Europe and
it appears that large customers have resisted bigger rises
with their regular exposure to overseas imports working
in their favour. But the region previously also saw sharper
increases than northwest Europe and prices in both markets
have moved up for the same reasons. Producers cite ECU
cost increases and an uncertain power market as their main
reasons and it appears as though domestic demand is hold-
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ing up despite the continuous increases. Offtake into pulp
and paper is still at normal levels, highlighting good sales
volumes and satisfactory sales prices for a number of pulp
and paper grades.
UK prices have moved up substantially, but the range
of increases has also been wide. Depending on the supply
source some buyers have accepted around £60/dmt at the
low end, whilst others have absorbed rises in the low £100s/
dmt. We have updated our third quarter range to £1,3601,425/dmt fd as a result of these fixtures. As elsewhere, the
high priced and tense power market has driven producers to
be firm on any increase targets, but tight supplies due to a
long planned maintenance at a major local supplier have also
supported a proportion of the rise.

Central and eastern Europe
Triple-digit price increases have once again been implemented in central and eastern Europe for third-quarter caustic
soda contracts. Sellers have applied average increases in the
mid-€100s/dmt, taking third-quarter prices to €1,075-1,160/
dmt fd. Although all sellers have pushed for large upward
movements, some have implemented slightly larger rises
than others with the result that some sell primarily around
the upper end of this range and others more around the
lower end or the mid-point of the range. Both ends see the
usual variation, but the vast majority of business is taking
place within the stated range. Customers have resisted some
demands for even higher levels in the €1,200s/dmt, which
they viewed as not justified by market or cost fundamentals. Some suppliers – particularly those in the higher-priced
markets such as Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic
– have opted to offer monthly instead of quarterly contracts
to most customers because of the rapidly evolving market. Buyers in these countries are generally paying in the
low-€1,100s to low-€1,200s/dmt fd for July business, while
monthly prices in Poland have largely rolled over from June
in the low- to mid-€1,100s/dmt fd. Product of Romanian
origin is available in the mid-€1,000s/dmt to all markets as
a fall in local and export demand to Turkey has generated
some volume pressure there.
Central and eastern European prices in the previous
quarter were the lowest in Europe, sitting at €950-990/dmt
fd, and some producers retrospectively felt that these price
levels were not entirely in line with market and especially
cost fundamentals. Suppliers were therefore determined to
achieve higher levels in the third-quarter and buyers have
mostly accepted the price increases to secure volumes. They
fear an unstable energy market and a wavering chlorine
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demand could lead to production cuts further down the line
and availability could tighten.
The region has by and large been adequately supplied
in July, with the exception of some pockets of tightness
due to ongoing maintenance in Hungary expected to finish
mid-August. Buyers that have not received regular volumes
from Hungary have mostly been able to source product from
elsewhere. Other major sites in central and eastern Europe
have been running normally, but some producers are working
towards building stock ahead of a three-week maintenance
in Poland and a two-week turnaround in Slovakia. There
have been higher than usual volumes available from Romania
as a supplier seeks alternative sales options following a drop
in demand from regular customers in Turkey. A 17-month
production suspension at Romanian alumina producer Alum
Tulcea, set to start next month, is also expected to reduce
domestic caustic soda consumption.
Chlorine offtake has declined in July and some producers
are using maintenance periods as an opportunity to assess
whether cutting operating rates may be necessary. Some
market participants are questioning whether third-quarter
caustic soda price increases reflect a growing fear among
producers that chlorine’s share in maintaining ECU margins
is starting to shrink. The HCl market has tightened because
of a limited supply from Hungary, the Czech Republic and
Germany.
Most producers seek to push for caustic soda price
increases in August based on a potentially declining supply
as well as what appears to be consistently high energy costs
rather than the spike observed in March. Customers, on the
other hand, propose that electricity purchased on contract
is not causing any immediate impact on producers’ cost
bases and are resisting further price increases.

Southern Europe
Southern Europe is following a different trajectory than
other European regions as prices have mostly rolled over at
€940-1,050/dmt fd or in some cases have decreased slightly
within the stated range. The start of the summer holiday
season has weakened caustic soda demand in July within
both the Italian and Iberian markets, and this trend is expected to continue into August.
In Italy, a notably lower offtake than would typically be
expected in July has allowed for some small double-digit
decreases towards the end of the month. The lower end of
Italy’s price range for July caustic soda business has settled
in the very low-€1,000s/dmt fd and the upper end remains in
the mid-€1,000s/dmt fd for now. Consumption has dropped
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as many factories have advanced their summer shutdown
period from August into July – possibly due to high energy
prices contributing to operating cost pressures. Italian OTC
base load day-ahead prices peaked at over €540/MWh this
week, their highest level since the March spike, because of
a lowered gas supply from Russia and an ongoing drought
affecting hydropower generation. The elevated energy costs
have led some sellers to question the profitability of caustic
soda at its current price level as they see their margins
under renewed pressure. To raise profitability, some have
increased prices for sodium hypochlorite which is seeing a
much stronger seasonal demand for use in swimming pools.
There is good caustic soda availability for the most part this
month because of a largely undisrupted domestic output as
well as imports from Asia, France and Egypt. Next month’s
supply may be impacted by a two week maintenance at
a local producer, but an ongoing flat customer demand
will likely prevent any significant shift in market balance.
Producers in Italy are therefore generally seeking rollovers
for August monthly business based on the stable market
conditions. Customers question if there may be some further
downward pressure applied to prices next month given the
healthy supply and low offtake, especially if importers need
to empty tanks for August vessel arrivals.
Spanish price levels for July have mostly remained stable
in the mid- to high-€900s/dmt fd, with a few customers still
paying in the low-€1,000s/dmt fd. The Iberian region has endured some production issues this month but supply has not
been severely disrupted. Attempts to work around operating
issues have been mostly successful, with one supplier cutting
solid caustic soda production to redirect liquid feedstock to
the market. Some efforts were made by suppliers to push
for increases of up to €40/dmt in July based on availability concerns but these were largely unsuccessful, with the
exception of a few isolated €10-20/dmt increases within the
Argus range.
Offtake in Iberia remains steady at a low level because
of the summer holiday season in addition to high energy
prices forcing a number of consumers across all sectors to
reduce operating rates. A notable example of this is American producer Alcoa announcing an up to 15pc cut to alumina
production rates because of high electricity prices. Although
the overall impact on Spanish caustic soda consumption will
be minimal, Alcoa’s announcement does indicate that some
downstream users are struggling to absorb the cost pressures
created by the current price of energy and raw materials.
Logistics continue to pose problems in Spain with some
delays to customer deliveries because of an ongoing truck
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driver shortage and, in some cases, difficulties in securing
transport options. However, the delays are not on the same
scale as those experienced in March during the Spanish
national transport strike.
$/dmt

Export fob northwest Europe
Timing

Low

High

July

870

930

Week 30

870

890

Week 29

870

890

Week 28

870

890

Week 27

880

930

Week 26

880

930

$/dmt

Import cfr Med and Black Sea
Timing

Low

High

July

850

930

Week 30

850

880

Week 29

860

910

Week 28

860

910

Week 27

900

930

Week 26

900

930

Seaborne markets
The European seaborne markets remain under limited downward pressure owing to slow demand and easing availability.
Northwest European export prices declined to $870-890/dmt
fob earlier in the month and this is where they remain at the
end of July. Export supply is still lower than normal due to
recent or ongoing maintenance at some key exporters, but
others do have availability if the price is right. Any volume
pressure remains absent and the ongoing decline in chlorine
consumption and the uncertainty whether or not chlorine
demand will decline further or soon recover is keeping sellers on the side-lines. ECU cost pressure from high electricity
prices and the uncertain power market also contribute to
producers being reluctant to move product at current prices.
Import prices in the Mediterranean and Black Sea area
are still easing, settling at $850-880/dmt cfr for the most recent shipments. Supplies from some local sources are rather
comfortable. The decline in caustic soda consumption into
the Romanian alumina sector is freeing up volumes, and
the slow Turkish market with low demand and unattractive
prices is also contributing to the relaxed market balance
and the mild downward price pressure. The arbitrage for
overseas shipments remains largely closed.
While import availability is slightly more than adequate,
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it is not given that this will remain the case in the coming
weeks. Chlorine production cuts are starting to take hold
of the European market, the full extent of which has yet to
emerge. It is not yet certain if these cuts and lower chlorine
demand are seasonal and will recover somewhat after the
summer holidays in September or whether they are the beginning of an economic downturn. In any case, caustic soda
output is being lost for now, which may impact on future
import availability.

Solid caustic soda
In the solid caustic soda market, pearls prices have remained stable while flakes have seen some further price
decreases this month. A more balanced supply and demand
for pearls in northwest Europe has kept prices mostly within
the range of €1,400-1,600/t fd in July, with the exception of
a small number of customers paying in the mid- to high€1,300s/t fd. Some suppliers have warned customers that
energy surcharges may be applied on top of contract prices
if energy can no longer be secured on reasonable terms. No
indication has been given of producers’ surcharge pricing
intentions but buyers are not convinced that surcharges are
justifiable considering that no price relief was given when
energy levels somewhat stabilised between April and June.
Several producers have suggested that they are unlikely to
offer decreases in August given the ongoing energy situation
in Europe but rollovers could be an option if production in
northwest Europe continues to run smoothly and availability
remains at its current level.
Caustic soda pearls prices remain lower in southern
Europe, mostly because of competition from suppliers of
non-European origin. The majority of Spanish customers are
still paying in the low-€1,200s/t fd for local product, while
buyers securing product imported from Russia are paying
in the €1,100s/t fd. Supply has become more constrained in
Spain as a local producer has temporarily suspended pearls
production to boost liquid caustic soda volumes due to
operating issues, and some customers have had to secure
pearls from elsewhere in Europe. But despite the lower
availability, Spanish pearls continue to be the lowest-priced
in Europe this month. In Italy, a significantly lower offtake
has been noted this month amid the summer holiday lull and
many customers are waiting until September to purchase
product in the hope that energy prices stabilise and a downward price trend is triggered on the pearls market. This has
pushed July’s top end prices down from the high-€1,300s/t
fd to the low-€1,300s/t fd, while low end prices have held
steady in the mid-€1,200s/t fd.
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The export market for European caustic soda pearls has
become more attractive for exporters in July as product
availability increased and the euro reached parity against
the US dollar. Export offers were noted around €1,000/t
cfr west Africa from ARA, matching price levels observed
for Chinese and Middle Eastern pearls. Some buyers are of
the opinion that export prices from Europe could yet reach
lower levels as freight rates continue to slowly decrease, but
producers will weigh any requests for decreases against cost
pressures from the power market.
Caustic soda flakes have seen some decreases towards
the end of this month as additional volumes of Romanian
product have become available. Some excess liquid caustic
soda in Romania has been redirected into the flakes market
as a producer seeks alternative sales options following a
reduced domestic demand and export demand into Turkey.
Some buyers in central and eastern Europe have received
offers for Romanian flakes in the mid- to high-€1,200s/t fd,
and this has created some downward price pressure in Poland where double-digit decreases of up to €50/t have been
noted and customers are generally paying in the €1,300s/t fd
for product of local origin. Polish flakes availability has been
slightly lower than usual as a producer continues to focus on
the liquid market, but customers have generally been able
to secure their required volumes. In southern Europe, Italian
prices have decreased to the mid-€1,200s/t fd in July – down
from the low-€1,300s/t fd last month – as flakes suppliers
struggle with a lower seasonal demand. Spanish customers
are still paying in the low-€1,200s/t fd for flakes in July following a rollover from last month.

Potassium hydroxide
The European KOH market is reeling under extreme cost
pressures from power and industrial grade KCl, which have
pushed up prices to a new historic high. Levels in Germany
and the Benelux have moved up to €3,100-3,700/dmt fd for
third-quarter business after producers pushed hard to pass
on cost increases. Some sellers have opted not to commit
to quarterly business anymore as their cost base has become
unpredictable, and so there is a proportion of monthly
contracts that are priced in the high €2,000s/dmt fd. These
sellers are looking to lift those prices in August again to align
with the market and recent cost trends.
KOH producers have seen another triple-digit rise for raw
material KCl prices, which are now in the low €1,000s/t fd.
The KCl shortage is still intense as the shortfall of Russian
and Belarussian product is impossible to be fully offset by
other sources. Most KOH producers rely on one European
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source and a minority are also bringing in overseas product
and all find it impossible to source KCl at more competitive pricing. At least three European producers continue
to source less KCl than usual, keeping KOH output lower
than normal. The ongoing energy crisis has contributed to
the latest rise in KOH prices, as electricity prices remain
unusually high and the electricity price and supply outlook
remains highly uncertain.
Industrial Grade KCl Price Evolution (Argus Estimate)€/t fd
1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600

communicating the potential for further increases in August
to their customers.
Europe may continue to face the most difficult circumstances for the KOH industry. It appears as though the risk
factors on the supply side outweigh those on the demand
side. While the region had to deal with a KCl shortage and
recession in the past, this did not coincide with an energy
crisis and therefore an uncertain power price and power
supply outlook. The risk that power prices could rise further
and power supply may become restricted is still there alongside the risk that a lack of KCl may also reduce output more
severely. The KOH demand outlook is equally uncertain. On
the one hand, the risk of ongoing demand erosion into some
end uses will prevail, but on the other hand demand may
seasonally pick up from the deicing sector, which typically
begins restocking in September.

400

Chlorinated derivatives

200

Chlorine offtake across Europe is declining beyond the usual
seasonal slowdown in July-August. Consumption into vinyls
is easing as the height of the construction season is over
for now and as customers along the supply chain focus on
destocking amidst falling PVC prices in Europe and globally.
The PVC demand drop in July is thus more pronounced than
usual, but it should be remembered that the past couple of
summers saw unusually healthy offtake, which was triggered by home improvements during lockdowns and similar
factors. Chlorine demand into isocyanates has already been
lower since March and continues on its downward trend
as offtake for end products, including into the automotive
sector, keeps dropping. Buying interest into some smaller
derivatives is also dropping, but it is not yet clear whether
the most recent chlorine demand erosion will be short-term
or is also the result of wider economic issues.
A number of chlorine producers are responding with
cuts to operating rates due to a lack of alternative chlorine
outlets, affecting plants in the Benelux, German and central
and eastern European markets. Some are seeing single-digit
percentage cuts, while others are seeing chlorine offtake
drop by double-digit percentages off the initially projected
July consumption and another proportion of suppliers has so
far not curtailed production at all. Output is also still being lost from planned maintenance and, to a lesser extent,
unplanned maintenance. BorsodChem at Kazincbarcika and
Vinnolit at Gendorf are in the midst of a scheduled shutdown
and at least one German site will be down for the whole of
August for maintenance, the full details of which have yet to
emerge.
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Although KOH prices have primarily moved up as a result
of ECU cost pressures at producers, the supply tightness has
aided the implementation of the latest increases. The raw
material related production cuts at three producers have
kept output significantly reduced in July and this is set to
continue into August. Declining chlorine consumption is
also a concern, but does not appear to further reduce KOH
output for now. Imports of US origin remain minimal and
are insufficient to offset the drop in production. Buyers are
struggling under these cost and supply pressures with more
customers unable to fully absorb the latest price rises. They
are cutting volumes as they either optimise their processes
to reduce KOH usage or as they see declining demand from
their customers, who also struggle to keep operating normally. But many are still consuming normal volumes and so
overall demand is still relatively robust.
KOH flakes prices have also risen sharply to €2,800-3,900/
t fd, driven by the higher cost for liquid raw material and
short supplies. The exact price depends on the source, with
some sellers still offering in the high €2,000s/t fd and others
selling at well into the €3,000s/t fd. The supply shortage
and small number of local players allows for these different
price approaches to co-exist without triggering more intense
competition and a narrowing of the price range. Those
moving product around the low end of our range are already
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YTD chlorine output for the EU27 countries plus Norway,
Switzerland and the UK declined by 5.2pc to 764,363t between January and May 2022 versus the previous year due to
the combination of planned and unplanned maintenance and
less strong chlorine offtake. Caustic soda consumption is
also lower than in the last year, but has held up better overall, contributing to a slow recovery in caustic soda stocks.
They stood at 196,562dmt in May 2022, which was just 2pc
higher than in the previous month. There is nothing to
indicate that chlorine output in June or July has caught up
with last year’s, and so chlorine and caustic soda production
losses therefore remain a feature of the market. Although
some producers consider putting caustic soda customers on
stricter allocation very soon due to tightness in the system,
European caustic soda availability as a whole is still comfortable without serious supply issues to speak of.
Caustic Soda Stocks
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Looking ahead
Europe appears to be chasing more clarity one month after
another without succeeding. The intensity of the energy
crisis is not easing, raw material prices keep rising and now
a somewhat concerning drop in chlorine consumption is also
in the mix. Producers and end users alike are likely to still
only plan for the very short-term, perhaps a month ahead,
and even that may still proof difficult. The signs are pointing
towards caustic soda supply limiting factors weighing heavier
on the outlook than any factors that may limit caustic soda
offtake, but the direction of the market after August is still
unclear.
With local prices reaching a new historic high and northeast Asian export prices still under downward pressure the
potential for a new influx of imports is still there, but the
lack of direction and the long lead times mean that importers are not keen on new fixtures.
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Middle East
Petrokemya’s newly converted membrane line of around
420,000 dmt/yr is expected to be fully operational early Q4
this year. The total annual nameplate capacity of Petrokemya's facilities will reach around 730,000 dmt, and the
producer will resume its position as a major caustic soda
exporter in Middle East.
After fulfilling demand from domestic consumers and
neighbouring alumina refineries, the facilities should be able
to divert 20,000-30,000 dmt/month of membrane-grade
caustic soda and EDC into the export market.
But the closed arbitrage gap with the European market
and high freight rates have reduced the number of avenues
for Middle Eastern exports to be sent to, and producers can
only focus on nearby markets. Fast falling northeast Asian
export prices coupled with shrinking export demand have

further dampened price sentiment in the region.
A producer in the Middle East floated a tender to sell
10,000dmt for August loading. This cargo was fixed based on
index-linked prices, according to market participants, and is
heading to a neighbouring alumina refinery. In the absence
of any new spot transactions, Argus’ notional export price
for caustic soda in the Middle East was assessed lower at
$580-590/dmt fob to reflect the prevailing price range that is
being negotiated.
Middle East prices
Units

Timing

Low

High

±

$/dmt

Jul 22

580

590

-40.00

Units

Timing

Low

High

±

Export fob northeast Asia

$/dmt

week 30

530

540

-10.00

Export fob northeast Asia
month range

$/dmt

Jul 22

530

630

-85.00

Import cfr southeast Asia

$/dmt

week 30

620

640

-15.00

Import cfr southeast Asia
month range

$/dmt

Jul 22

620

710

-75.00

Caustic soda
Export fob Middle East ports

Asia Pacific
Asia-Pacific prices

Overview
Northeast Asian export prices settled lower this week at
$530-540/dmt fob with the latest fixtures of China-origin
cargoes, putting northeast Asian fob prices for July at $530630/dmt. This represents a further sharp decline of $85/dmt
at the mid-point when compared with the previous month. A
total of 16 fixtures were reported.
Northeast Asian export prices continued to trend weaker
as supply in northeast Asia remained ample, with producers
continuing to offload excess cargoes into the export market
as domestic consumption showed signs of slowing. Buyers
were also growing increasingly cautious as an impending
downtrend became more evident. Buying ideas for fob and
cfr prices have dropped sharply, while demand for import
cargoes weakened.
Recent high outbound freight rates have shrunk many
export opportunities for most long-haul markets for traders
as they will have to refocus on nearby markets, especially
for northeast Asia-origin cargoes. This resulted in increased
offers to southeast Asia, dragging down cfr prices.
The shortage of vessel space, coupled with higher freight
rates, have made it difficult for traders to schedule caustic
soda shipments, which resulted in delays and postponements. These shipping constraints are only expected to ease
in this year’s fourth quarter.

Caustic soda

Domestic China 50pc

Yn/dmt

week 30

3,580

3,620 +190.00

Domestic China 50pc month
range

Yn/dmt

Jul 22

3,360

4,000 -250.00

Domestic Thailand

Bt/lmt

Jul 22

12,500

13,500 -1250.00

Domestic Malaysia

ringgit/
lmt

Jul 22

1,550

1,650 -150.00

Domestic Singapore

S$/dmt

Jul 22

1,150

1,300

Domestic Indonesia

Rp/lkg

Jul 22

5,000

6,000 -1000.00

Domestic India

Rs/dmt

Jul 22

45,000

53,000 -5500.00

99pc solid export fob China

$/t

week 30

650

670

nc

99pc solid export fob China
month range

$/t

Jul 22

650

720

-20.00

$/t

Jul 22

1,750

1,850

nc

$/t

Jul 22

450

470 -160.00

Pipe ex-works China month
range

Yn/t

Jul 22

6,400

8,000 -1600.00

Import China month range

$/t

Jul 22

900

1,000 -215.00

Potassium hydroxide (KOH)
Solid cfr Asia
EDC
Import cfr Asia
PVC

China
Domestic prices of liquid caustic soda in China rebounded
in the last week of the month to settle a little higher at
Yn3,580-3,650/dmt ($535/dmt) ex-tank following continuous
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falls over the past four weeks. The continuous decline has
attracted some renewed buying support that helped to lift
the ex-tank prices of 50pc grade, especially in Shandong.
Producers have also depleted most of the August lifting
inventories.
The continuous fall in July prices was driven by a fall in
caustic soda consumption, especially from the alumina sector. Declines in contractual prices to the alumina industry
in Shandong and other northern provinces continued to
dampen any price support in the spot market, dragging spot
prices down further.
Demand for caustic soda from alumina refineries continued to shrink as more refineries scaled down operations
because of shrinking margins, with margins narrowing on rising production costs and falling alumina prices. Demand for
caustic soda from other chemical industries also dwindled
with the bearish sentiment.
Mainstream ex-tank prices of the 50pc grade fell by more
than Yn500/dmt to settle at Yn3,360/dmt ($498/dmt), a new
low this year, before rebounding towards the end of the
month. Ex-tank prices of 32pc grade also continued on its
downward trajectory to hit a new low of Yn1,030-1,120/lmt
this year on limited buying support.
Domestic prices in east China also fell continuously over
the past 4-5 weeks, dragged down by the decline in northern prices. Demand for caustic soda is also sluggish as the
traditional lull season continues. Demand from the export
market has also slowed. But more producers are indicating that they will scale down operations because of rapidly
falling prices, and in order to stem an inventory build-up and
falling chlorine prices.
Ex-plant spot prices of the 32pc grade in Anhui and
Zhejiang provinces fell by Yn50-100/lmt to settle lower
at Yn1,200-1,230/lmt and Yn1,300-1,400/lmt respectively.
Jiangsu’s ex-tank prices of the 32pc and 50pc grade have slid
downwards to Yn1,140-1,270/lmt and Yn1,760-1,950/lmt.
Yn/dmt

Caustic soda 50pc ex-factory China
Timing

Low

High

July

3,360

4,000

Week 30

3,580

3,620

Week 29

3,360

3,460

Week 28

3,420

3,620

Week 27

3,720

3,820

Week 26

3,920

4,000
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Export fob northeast Asia
Timing

Low

High

July

530

630

Week 30

530

540

Week 29

540

550

Week 28

550

560

Week 27

580

610

Week 26

600

630

Northeast Asia
Taiwan’s domestic prices of the 45pc grade for July delivery corrected downward by NT$350/lmt in response to
rapidly falling northeast Asian export prices and the arrival
of lower-priced import cargoes. July prices settled lower
at NTD10.50-10.55/lkg ($780/dmt). Prices for main buyers
have also dropped to around NT$9.90-10.05/lkg ($740/dmt)
ex-works.
There were three east China-origin import shipments
of around 3,000dmt each fixed for late August-September
arrival at $600-610/dmt fob. This will yield a landed price of
$640-650/dmt cfr, a drop of around $50/dmt from fixtures in
the previous month. There were also two export cargoes of
5,000dmt each fixed at $600-630/dmt fob as producers tried
to maintain a balanced domestic supply position.
The market expects a further downward price correction for August delivery, in response to the continuous fall in
northeast Asian export prices and the arrival of lower-priced
imports. But overall domestic consumption was generally
stable, despite rapidly falling export prices and depressed
export market sentiments, as domestic buying support from
the electronic and chemical processing sectors remained
firm. No production issues have been reported, but one of
the major facilities has been scheduled for a maintenance
shutdown in September.
A South Korean-origin cargo of around 3,000dmt was
fixed at $560/dmt fob. This cargo is heading to southeast
Asia. There is an increasing number of chlor-alkali plants indicating a scale down in operations, given the rising energy
costs and to stem further margin erosion.
Three main facilities have scheduled shutdowns for maintenance from September to November. These shutdowns will
help to ease some of the build-up of near-term inventories.
Some of these facilities were also saddled with high inventories of caustic soda and vinyl products.
Besides the contractual shipments that were already
committed by Japanese producers, a spot cargo was fixed
at around $550-560/dmt fob, heading to southeast Asia. But
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the maintenance season for the chlor-alkali sector in Japan
has ended, with producers now considering scaling down run
rates in view of the fast-falling caustic soda and vinyl prices
as well as high energy costs. The market has begun to experience weaker caustic soda consumption from some downstream industries in the chemical processing and automotive
sectors.

Southeast Asia
No cfr fixtures were reported in southeast Asia this week.
Argus’ notional prices were assessed at $620-640/dmt cfr
this week to reflect the prevailing level of negotiations as
offers emerged. This put the July monthly cfr range at $620680/dmt, representing a further sharp decline of $90/dmt as
compared to June. A total of six fixtures were reported, far
fewer from the previous month.
Cfr prices continued to trend lower as traders were trying to offload positions that they had secured earlier. But
outlets where they can liquidate their positions continue to
shrink because of rising freight costs and the closure of the
arbitrage to Europe. Cfr offers also increased as southeast
Asia remained the most probable market as arbitrage opportunities to other regions dried up.
Demand in the domestic and import markets in southeast Asia also slowed, as many traders and producers were
saddled with higher caustic soda inventories. Many buyers
opted to stay on the market sidelines as they were wary of
a further downtrend, with cfr prices expected to hit the low
$600s/dmt cfr in the near term.
Domestic prices in Malaysia fell sharply to 1,550-1650
ringgit/lmt ($700/dmt) delivered, in response to the arrival
of lower-priced cargoes and slowing demand. Inventory pressure is high among traders and local producers, with intense
price competition among them weighing prices further
down. A cargo of Japanese origin was fixed at $660-670/dmt
cfr.
Two more cargoes of Indonesia and Japanese origin were
fixed based on index-linked prices at around $650/dmt cfr.
Two more RFQs are expected to be issued for September
arrival.
Caustic soda consumption remained largely sluggish,
especially into soap noodle production in the oleochemical
industry, with more export offtake for soap noodle diverted
to Indonesia because of lower feedstock costs. Consumption from the oleochemical industry takes up around 40pc
of the country’s total caustic soda demand. Demand from
other electronic and chemical processing industries has also
dwindled.
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Thai domestic prices settled a little lower this month
at 12,500-13,500 baht/lmt ($710/dmt) delivered, in tandem
with the arrival of lower-priced imported cargoes. The
market is also experiencing a slowdown in caustic soda
consumption. Fears of a market downtrend and an impending recession have dampened the price sentiment as buyers
are reluctant to restock. An imported cargo of 3,000dmt was
fixed at $670-680/dmt cfr for August loading.
Indonesia’s largest integrated producer Asahimas has
shut down for a month-long maintenance in July, with
the plant scheduled to resume normal operations in early
August. There were three import cargoes of Chinese origin
fixed at $650-715/dmt cfr to supplement domestic requirements.
Producers continued to offload some of their inventories
into export markets to balance the domestic market and
sustain higher domestic parity prices. An export cargo is
heading to Malaysia, priced at around $650/dmt cfr.
Demand for caustic soda in Indonesia stabilised, with the
recent lifting of the export levy on crude palm oil bolstering
soap noodle production in the oleochemical industry. Rising
energy costs have also boosted the demand for biodiesel,
one of the main oleochemical downstream products.
There were two northeast Asia-origin cargoes destined
for Vietnam fixed at around $640-650/dmt cfr for August arrival. There was one cargo of Indonesian origin destined for
Singapore, fixed based on index-linked prices.
$/dmt

Import cfr southeast Asia
Timing

Low

High

July

620

710

Week 30

620

640

Week 29

640

650

Week 28

640

670

Week 27

670

710

Week 26

670

680

India
India’s domestic liquid caustic soda prices fell consecutively for 3-4 weeks by 6,000-8,000 rupees/dmt to a low of
Rs45,000-46,000/dmt ($569/dmt), excluding tax and delivery, as the overall market sentiment remained bearish.
But prices rebounded momentarily to Rs50,000-51,000/
dmt towards the end of the month as producers attempted
to hike their offers, in response to the latest export fixture
that pushed the market to a more balanced position.
Caustic soda consumption from broader downstream
industries was generally weak as the continuing monsoon has
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affected downstream manufacturing activity and the movement of caustic soda cargoes along the supply chain.
Producers have managed to spin off 5,000dmt into the
export market at $580/dmt fob as a top-up cargo, with an
earlier fixture of 10,000dmt. This cargo is possibly heading
to the African market. Indian producers have been trying
to divert more cargoes to domestic alumina refineries and
to stem caustic soda imports. Selling ideas for exports have
also increased to around $570-580/dmt fob thereafter.

Alumina
With the latest merchant alumina fob prices falling to the
low $300s/t in the recent weeks, an increasing number of
alumina refineries have scaled down their operating rates
on rising energy prices and to stem further margin erosions,
especially in China. This has cut caustic soda consumption as
a result.
The latest contractual ex-tank prices fell broadly lower
across all alumina hubs in north China. The 32pc grade in
Shandong province fell further by 30 yuan/lmt to settle at
Yn1,020/lmt. The price of the 32pc grade in Henan province
also fell by Yn100/dmt to settle lower at Yn4,040-4,140/dmt.
The fall in contractual prices to the alumina sector dragged
mainstream spot ex-tank prices of the 32pc and 50pc grades
in Shandong and northern market sharply lower.
But caustic soda consumption among Indian refineries
remained largely stable. Indian producers were trying to
offload more cargoes into local alumina refineries to reduce
imports. Some of the trades were index-linked.
Some ex-tank prices were offered to the alumina refineries at around Rs45-47/kg to stay competitive relative to import prices. Further weakening of the rupee has also made
imports most costly. Indonesia’s Bintan refinery recently
secured a 7,500-8,000dmt cargo from China at around $650/
dmt cfr.
$/dmt

99pc solid export fob China
Timing

Low

High

July

650

720

Week 30

650

670

Week 29

650

670

Week 28

690

700

Week 27

700

710

Week 26

710

720

Solid caustic soda
China’s flake export prices rolled over from last week at
$650-670/t fob as prices have continued to trend downward
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for 4 consecutive weeks, setting the July fob monthly range
at $650-720/t. Demand for flake in the export market is
slowing down as buyers grew increasingly wary of a downward trend emerging. Rapidly falling northeast Asian liquid
prices, coupled with a general fall in commodity prices
across the chemical industries have further dampened price
sentiment.
Buying support continued to dwindle as fears of a global
recession have become more evident. Many buyers opted to
stay on the market sidelines. But the latest fall in China’s
flake export prices also dragged down export prices from
other producers in northeast China, southeast Asia and
India. The cfr prices offered into the southeast Asian market
have also declined by $100/t consecutively over a period of 4
weeks to settle lower at $730-750/t.
The latest US ban on products made in China’s Uighur
region of Xinjiang province, including flake, had no impact
on the Xinjiang flake market as current exports to US market
are zero. Xinjiang is one of the major flake-producing regions
in China.
China Flake Export

’000t
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Domestic prices of caustic soda flake in China fell continuously over the past 4-5 weeks. Mainstream ex-plant prices
in Inner Mongolia and Xinjiang fell sharply by Yn700-900/t to
Yn3,700-3,800/t. Ex-plant prices in Shandong have also fallen
by Yn600-700/t to settle sharply lower to Yn4,300/t.
Domestic prices of flake in China have been trending
broadly lower, dragged down by falling liquid caustic soda
prices for the spot market and the alumina industry. Weaker
demand for domestic flake further dampened the price
sentiment.
The drops were also further exacerbated by the waitand-see approach adopted by many market participants,
with participants avoiding restocking as they were wary of
an impending downward trend emerging. The influx of lower-
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Chinese producers dropped their liquid KOH prices to around
$1,060-1,065/ cfr for July shipment, in tandem with the general fall in commodity prices on depressed price sentiment.
Rapidly falling caustic soda prices have also exacerbated the
downtrend in KOH prices. South Korean producers have adjusted their third quarter prices downwards, in line with the
falling price trends, to $980-1,020/lmt cfr, thus contributing
to the July price range of $980-1,065/lmt cfr.
Although commodity prices were falling sharply across
the region, Chinese and South Korean KOH producers rolled
over their June prices at $1,750-1,850/t cfr for July shipment, as high KCl salt feedstock and energy prices have kept
the ECU cash costs and other operating costs high. Elevated
freight rates have also kept the cfr prices high.
But overall demand for KOH is showing some signs of
slowing down, as market participants have become increasingly cautious because of the emerging market downtrend.
The wider price gap between KOH and caustic soda has also
prompted consumers to explore functional substitutes.

downstream producers have opted to shut down for scheduled maintenance. Some traders also chose to minimise
restocking as the market continued to trend lower.
Rapidly falling merchant chlorine prices have begun to
erode the operating margins of many standalone producers,
especially in north China. Some smaller standalone chloralkali producers have started scaling down operations to
prevent excess build-ups in chlorine inventory and to curb
further price drops.
Domestic ex-tank prices in India’s west coast have also
become more negative and settled at around negative
Rs7,000/t to negative Rs5,000/t amid slowing demand from
the broader downstream industries. The ongoing monsoon
has further exacerbated the decline. However, chlorine
prices might turn more negative with the recent rebound of
caustic soda.
Import prices of EDC in Asia continued their downward
trend. Plunging PVC prices, coupled with drops in commodity prices across the region, dragged EDC into its downward
trajectory. EDC was assessed at $450-470/t cfr to reflect
the prevailing price range of the transaction. The cargo of
northeast Asian origin is heading to Thailand. Price sentiment in Asia remained largely depressed. Plummeting PVC
prices, subdued demand for vinyl products, and falling ethylene prices weighed further on EDC prices.
Demand for EDC shipments from India has also slowed
down during the monsoon season. Chinese domestic EDC
prices continued to fall in line with a further decline in merchant imported EDC prices. Prevailing domestic EDC prices
fell sharply lower to Yn3,850-4,150/t ex-plant in the east and
south coastal markets for non-vinyl applications.

Chlorinated derivatives

Polyvinyl Chloride

Domestic merchant liquid chlorine markets in China were
broadly lower this month with an increasing number of
trades dropping to below zero cost, especially in the Shandong market. Mainstream ex-tank prices in Shandong for
truck deliveries have fallen by more than 700 yuan/t over a
period of 4-5 weeks to settle at a range of negative Yn600/t
to negative Yn400/y.
But low chlorine prices have attracted some buying
interest that helped to lift prices by Yn100/t towards the
end of the month. Ex-tank prices in Jiangsu and east China
have also fallen further into negative territory from negative
Yn600/t to Yn1/t.
The continuing declines were attributed to weaker chlorine consumption from downstream industries because of
falling prices and softer demand for finished products. Some

Asian PVC markets have continued on their downtrend as
the fear of an impending recession and a market downturn
became more evident. Taiwan’s FPC has released its price
nomination for August shipments this week, with significant
falls of $190-230/t as compared to July shipments. Cif prices
for China settled lower at $930/t, $990/t cif for southeast
Asia and $1,090/t for India. PVC import prices were assessed
at $900-930/t cfr China.
Chinese domestic PVC prices continued to fall, dragged
down by lower feedstock prices. Trading activity began to
pick up as PVC futures rebounded from Yn6,005/t in midJuly, the lowest price level since May 2020. Low prices have
attracted some buying support as converters replenished
feedstock inventories. But the recovery of local demand remained slow as downstream PVC profile converters' operat-

priced cargoes from smaller producers in other provinces has
also further dampened the already bearish price sentiment.
Indian domestic flake prices also dropped consecutively
to settle at a new low this year of Rs47,000-48,000/t ($593/t)
ex-plant. But they rebounded slightly to Rs50,000-51,000/t
towards the end of the month, in tandem with a rebound
in liquid prices. But overall flake consumption from smaller
downstream consumers remained slow, as current adverse
weather conditions during the monsoon season have also
impacted consumption.

Potassium hydroxide
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ing rates inched lower to around 38-43pc.
Carbide-based producers were reluctant to give further
discounts on ex-work prices but ethylene-based producers
gave more discounts on ex-work prices following the downward trend of PVC. Carbide-based PVC prices fell further to
Yn6,300-6,500/t ex-works, with ethylene-based PVC prices
also declining to Yn6,400-6,700/t.
Export windows narrowed because of reduced overseas
demand and competition from international PVC producers
as they cut their prices to compete for market share. Chinese-origin carbide-based PVC was offered at $840-870/t fob
China, with limited deals done at $860/t fob China heading
to southeast Asia. Chinese ethylene-based PVC was offered
at $870-900/t fob China, but no deals were done at this
price level. Freight rates from China to India is estimated to
be around $140-150/t.
Average run rates at Chinese PVC plants stabilised at
80pc. Carbide-based plants operated at around 80pc and
ethylene-based plants ran at 81pc, up by 3pc from the
previous week. Shanghai Chlorine-Alkali Chemical extended
maintenance at its 550,000 t/yr unit to early August from
the original planned restart date of 20 July. Taizhou Liancheng is going to shut its 600,000 t/yr unit for a one-week
maintenance from end July. Taiwan's Formosa will carry out
a week-long maintenance at its 450,000 t/yr unit from the
end of July.
Indian PVC downstream demand remains weak as overall
sentiment has been affected by the lack of activity in China.
Traders are rushing to offload PVC cargoes as soon as they
possibly can to mitigate further losses on inventories at
hand. Sharp losses over the past few weeks have worsened
sentiment, with many participants fearing that the market
has yet to bottom out.
The monsoon season has also dragged sentiment down
further, as pipe-laying activity for agriculture declined.
Negative sentiment also dissuaded converters from restocking on fears that the value of their inventories will fall further. New construction projects have been limited in recent
months as market sentiment has also significantly dented
demand for pipes.
PVC pipe-grade prices continued falling by a further $15/t
to $1,000-1,020/t cfr India. This was the smallest fall over
the past several weeks. A major Taiwanese producer offered
cargoes at $1,090/t cif. Cargoes from South Korea were
offered at $1,020/t cif. It was likely that deals were done.
Cargoes from Indonesia and Thailand were sold at $1,000/t
cif. These cargoes enjoy duty benefits and are only subject
to 5pc duties instead of 7.5pc. Carbide-based PVC cargoes
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from China were offered at $900-940/t cif. This was $15/t
lower than what was offered previous weeks.
Traders have been hit hard with price cuts totalling
about $390/t over the past five weeks. PVC pipe-grade
prices were assessed at $1,390-1,410/t cfr India. The latest
offer from a key Taiwanese producer came as a surprise to
many, market participants noting that the offer was too high
in view of prevailing market conditions. Limited transactions
were concluded as there were more competitive offers in
the market.

Looking ahead
Northeast Asian export prices continued to trend weaker
this month with increasing supplies in northeast Asia because producers continued to offload excess cargoes into
the export market as domestic consumption showed signs of
slowing. This further exacerbated the already bearish trend
and drove prices even further down.
Buyers grew increasingly cautious as an impending
downtrend became more evident. Buying ideas for fob and
cfr prices have dropped sharply, while demand for import
cargoes also weakened.
The sharp rise in freight costs has made it difficult for
traders to target long-haul markets, forcing them to refocus
on nearby markets such as southeast Asia and Australia, thus
shrinking the market outlets for northeast Asian cargoes.
Export cargoes of Indian and Middle Eastern origin were also
experiencing similar constraints.
There were increasing indications that northeast Asian
producers will scale down their operations to stem further
price erosions. But the market is also expecting a significant
amount of export allocations to emerge for September loading because of weaker domestic consumption and a need
to maintain higher domestic parity prices by diverting more
volumes into the export market.
A further downtrend in the market is expected with
increased export availability and weaker domestic demand.
Some traders also have to offload some of the remaining cargoes that they have taken earlier, in a move that will further
fuel the downward trend.
The mid-point of the northeast Asian price range is likely
to continue to trend a little lower as compared with the July
range, with a very limited possibility of a rebound.
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